
Infosheet

Coordinates

Name of the project :

Country :

City : 

Address of the project :

Region : 

Reference of the project : 

Type of project

Type of project : 

For a fix-date workcamp     : 

Start date :      

End date :                                   

For a permanent workcamp, period of the year during which the project is available:         

                    

Type of work :  
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Number of volunteers

Maximum number of volunteers : 

Maximum number of girls : 

Maximum number of boys :

Minimum age required : 

Questions related to the project

Could you summarize, in a few lines, the missions of your association ? 
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What are the participation fees on the project ? What do they include ?

What are the tasks that will be carried out by the volunteers ?
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How do you organize the meals ? 

Number of meals offered a day ? 1    2    3 

On weekends ? Yes    No  

What kind of accommodation is provided to the volunteers ? : 

Host family Volunteers house                 Other  
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Could you describe, in a few lines, the sociocultural environment of the area 
where the project takes place ?

Are there any activities (visits, excursions, etc.) to do in the area ? If yes, 
which ones ?
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Could you describe a typical week during the project ?

Attached documents

Do not hesitate to provide us any pictures of your area, activities, 
accommodation, association, etc. 
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	Zone de texte 1_2: Kathmandu Work Camp
	Zone de texte 2: Nepal
	Zone de texte 1: Kathmandu
	Zone de texte 1_3: The Kathmandou work camp is at 13 km to airport and 7 Km to Thamel (Katmandou center). The location is a small village
	Zone de texte 4: Kathmandu Valley
	Zone de texte 6: KAT 01 - 10
	Zone de liste 1: [Short term (1 to 3 weeks)]
	Zone de liste 3_2: []
	Zone de liste 2: []
	Zone de liste 2_2: []
	Zone de liste 3: []
	Zone de liste 2_3: []
	Zone de liste 2_4: []
	Zone de texte 1_4: From 10 to 25. For there months: April - May - June - July - August - September - December - January - March
	Zone de liste 1_2: [AGRI (agricultural work)]
	Zone de liste 1_4: [MANU (manual work)]
	Zone de liste 1_3: [EDU (education)]
	Zone de texte 5: 15
	Zone de texte 1_5: 15
	Zone de texte 1_6: 15
	Zone de liste 1_5: [18]
	Zone de texte 3: Our goal is to provide access to organic agriculture through integration of local people
	Zone de texte 3_2: 225 Euro for 2 weeks to be paid on your arrivals (Office registration: 55, Project donation: 50, Transportation: 20, Food and accommodation: 100)
	Zone de texte 3_3: Agriculture physical work: nursery to graw new improved vegetables and crops. We will teach the local population how to plant and grow healthy vegetation. We will provide a variety of different seeds. These same seeds can be distributed to other families so that they can be used effectively to provide sustenance.In the evening workcamp, we will talk together about topics, like  liberty of expression, agriculture, peace, etc. You have 2 days off per week. 
	Bouton radio 1: Off
	Zone de texte 3_4: The team will be separate for different work in the voluntary house. The kitchen team cook 3 meals per day for all the group. And each day, the kitchen team will change.
	Case #C3#A0 cocher 3: Yes
	Case #C3#A0 cocher 2: Off
	Case #C3#A0 cocher 1: Off
	Zone de texte 3_5: The accommodation is simple. One room for sleeping, one kitchen, for the bathroom is outside and toilet and shower is separate. 
	Zone de texte 3_6: This project is in Kathmandu Valley. The voluntary house is in a little village near Kathmandu city. There are all facilities near the voluntary house. The community live in a poverty, but with a welcoming intention.
	Zone de texte 3_7:  Kathmandu offers amenities like restaurants with Wifi, pharmacies, grocery stores. During your free time, they are many places you can visiting national park for hiking, many temples, government school, to meet local farmers, ... 
	Zone de texte 3_8: One part of the group wake up a 7am for cooking for every body. After eating, the group start the work. The cooking team go prepar again the meal. they eat always together. And when the work is finish, they will go visiting or free time in the house camp. The work for living in the voluntary house is to share between all voluntaries.Every evening, they will debate with each other about one or two topics. 


